Manure Roller
Not slide…. but rolling !

With the WALS Scarab your cows will keep healthy hooves and clean tails and udders.
The unique roller (WALS) ensures that manure disappear directly through the grate gaps
Much cleaner slatted floor
No collection of manure in front of the machine
• Clean results in all weather conditions , Ideal in case of dry and thick manure.
• Highly manoeuvrable Zero-Turn and fast driving speed
• Robust, fully zinced chassis

The smart way to clean your cow housing

Manure Roller

Scarab

The Scarab excels in the following areas:
Rolling principle ensures cleaner results:
The unique rolling system ensures that manure does not collect in front of the
machine but disappears directly through the grooves of the slats into the manure
pit. This intensive method of handling manure provides a much cleaner barn than
traditional manure scrapers. The collection of manure at the end of the alleys and in
difficult-to-reach places becomes a thing of the past with this unique manure roller.
That this will prevent the development and spread of many infectious diseases goes
without saying.
Patent nr. EP2135505
Manoeuvrable and user-friendly:
With the two independently controlled rear wheels, the Scarab has maximum
manoeuvrability. Since the Scarab rotates on its axis, it has a turning circle of less
than 1.5 meters. It is ideal for narrow alleys and difficult-to-reach places in the barn.
With a variable speed and a top speed of over 7 km per hour, the barn is cleaned
more quickly than with any other device. The joystick steering is not only very
accurate and user-friendly, it is also easy to operate. From a comfortable seat with
arm rests, the tidy open frame provides an optimal view of the work.
Indestructible and Simple:
The manure roller is specifically designed for the aggressive climate in the barn.
Simplicity combined with proven technology make the Scarab indestructible. The fully
galvanized frame and high-quality finish of the other components is highly
resistant to the ammonium acids in the barn. In addition, the absence of a complex
steering mechanism and other driving techniques that are sensitive to breakdowns,
guarantee many years of reliable, clean results.
Animal- and Environmentally Friendly:
Due to the use of electric motors, the Scarab works silently. Because the
farmer sits on the Scarab manure roller during the cleaning of the floors, the cows
view this as very familiar so peace in the barn is maintained from day one. The
electronically powered Scarab operates very environmentally friendly; no
fuel is required and it is virtually maintenance-free.
Lifting the roller with foot.
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